A new and more elementary proof is given for Lonsted's theorem that vector bundles over a finite complex can be represented by projective modules over a noetherian ring. The rings obtained are considerably smaller than those of Lensted. In certain cases, methods associated with Hubert's 17th problem can be used to give a purely algebraic description of the rings. In particular, one obtains a purely algebraic characterization of the homotopy groups of the classical Lie groups. Several examples are given of rings such that all projective modules of low rank are free. If m = 2 mod 4, there is a noetherian ring of dimension m with nontrivial projective modules of rank m such that all projective modules of rank # m are free.
In [29] , Lonsted proved a remarkable theorem which shows that vector bundles over a finite CW complex can be represented by finitely generated projective modules over a noetherian ring. This means that by purely topological constructions one can produce examples of noetherian rings whose projective modules have certain specified properties. This method has the advantage that one can impose conditions on the totality of projective modules while the more elementary method of [42] only allows us to construct a finite number of such modules at a time.
Lonsted's construction makes use of rather deep properties of analytic functions. In attempting to analyze his proof, I discovered a more elementary proof of the theorem which I will present here. This proof gives rings which are considerably smaller than the ones used by Lonsted. They are, in fact, localizations of algebras of finite type over R. In certain cases, one can even give a very simple and purely algebraic description of the ring. This will be done in §10 using methods associated with Hubert's 17th problem.
The starting point for this work was a question of A. Geramita. He pointed out that the rings in [42] have nontrivial projective modules of low rank and asked whether, for all n, there are noetherian rings having nontrivial projective modules but such that all such modules of rank less than n are free. Three examples of this sort will be given in §9. In contrast to [42] , these examples are intrinsically topological and it is not at all clear how to construct the examples in a simple algebraic way. In [42] the examples were algebraic and topological methods were only used to prove nontriviality.
The basic idea for the new proof of Lonsted's theorem is to consider dense subrings of topological rings. This idea goes back to the elementary proof of periodicity by Atiyah and Bott [2] and particularly to the very algebraic exposition of this theorem given by Bass [5] . A number of ideas from this paper are used here. The essential content of Bass' paper was reproduced in [43, Chapter 17] but unfortunately without giving proper credit to Bass. Therefore, I would like to take this opportunity to correct this omission. The idea of looking at dense subrings was applied to F-theory by Evans [13] . A number of results of the present paper constitute nonstable generalizations of his work. A recent paper of B. Dayton gives further results in this direction, including a discussion of F, [9] .
1. Topological rings. Let F be a topological ring with unit. If F and G are free F-modules on m and n generators, we can identify HomÄ (F, G ) with the set Mmn(R) of m X n matrices over F and therefore with Rmn. The product topology on Rm" then induces a topology on HomÄ (F, G) which is easily seen to be independent of the choice of bases. If F and Q are finitely generated projective F-modules, we can find F © F' = F, Q 8 Q' = G with F and G finitely generated free modules. Identify HomÄ (F, Q) with a submodule of HomÄ (F, G) by sending /: F -> g to / 8 0: F 8 F' -> Q 8 Q'. Give HomÄ (F, Ô) the relative topology as a subset of HomÄ (F, G). Thus g: P -* Q is near/: F -» Q if the matrix representing (g-/)80:F-»G has all entries near 0. This topology is independent of the choices of F' and Q'. To see this, we first observe that replacing F' and Q' by P' 8 Fr, Q' 8 Rs trivially leads to the same topology. If F 8 F" = F' and Q 8 Q" = G', apply this remark to/8 0 8 0 8 0: F 8 F' © F" 8 F -* Q 8 Q' 8 Q" 8 Q.
It is trivial to check that addition and composition are continuous in this topology. Note that we have also defined a topology on each finitely generated projective F-module because F = HomR (R,P). It is simply the relative topology on F in F 8 F' = F « Rm.
We now make the following assumption: (1) The group of units F* is open in F and u i-> u~ is continuous on it. This is equivalent to saying that all elements of F sufficiently near 1 are units and have inverses near 1. It is certainly true for Banach algebras [30, Theorem 22A] and is trivially true for rings of continuous real, complex, or quaternionic functions on a compact space.
Let Mn(R) be the ring of n x n matrices over F with the topology defined as above (note Mn(R) = HomÄ (F", F")). Thus (by) is near (a¡j) if b» is near a¡j for each ij. Clearly Mn(R) is a topological ring. Lemma 
Suppose R* is open in R. Let U be a neighborhood of 1 in Mn(R).
Then there is a neighborhood V C U of1 in Mn(R) such that any matrix in V can be reduced to diagonal form by at most n{n -1) elementary row and column operations without ever leaving U.
Proof. Let M = (a¡) E Mn(R). If M is very close to 1, then axx is very near 1 and so is a unit of R. By elementary row and column operations we reduce M to /axx 0 ••• 0 \o This will still be very near 1 since axx is near 1. By induction on n, we can now reduce M to diagonal form. where r = \n(n -1), ci is diagonal, the e¡ and fj are elementary. The e¡,fj and d are continuous in x and reduce to 1 for x -1. Now x~X =fr(x)~l '■■fx{x)~ld{xyler{x)~l ■■•ex(x)~l.
By (1) for R, d~x is defined and continuous in d for diagonal matrices d near 1. There is no problem with the elementary matrices.
The next two lemmas show that something like invariance under homotopy holds if R satisfies (1). Lemma 1.3 . Let R satisfy (1) . Let P and Q be finitely generated projective Rmodules and let f: P -* Q be surjective. If g: P -» ß is sufficiently near f then g is surjective and ker g » ker/.
Proof. Let s: Q -» P with fs = lQ. Let ß © Q' = F « R". If g is near/ then gs © 1 is near fs © 1 = lF. By Corollary 1.2, gs © 1 is invertible and so gs is an isomorphism. Therefore g is onto. Let / = s{gs)~ : Q -» P. Then gt = lq so ker g « ckr/ = ckrj « ker/. Lemma 1.4 . Assume R satisfies (1) . Let F be a finitely generated projective R-) module and let e: F -* F be idempotent. Iff: F -» F is idempotent and sufficiently near e, then e(F) « /(F).
Proof. Let F = ime, F' = im(l -e), Q = im/, ß' = im(l -/). If F is very near e the map e + (1 -/): F -> F will be very near e + 1 -e = l^and so, by Lemma 1.3, will be an isomorphism. Therefore F = P + Q' and we have an epimorphism a: P -> F/Q' = ß given by a(x) = /(x) for x G F. Let /?: ß -» F be defined by ß(y) -e(y). If/is very near e, then /ta: P -* P will be very near to the map x i-» e2(x) = x. By Lemma 1.3, /ta will be an isomorphism and so a will also be injective.
Remark. Suppose F is commutative and R* is open in F. If x G Mn(R) is near 1, then det x is near 1 so that det x G R* and x is invertible. Therefore Mn(R)* is open in M"(R). This shows that if F is commutative we can dispense with the assumption that u\-+ u~l is continuous in Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4. The same applies to the results of §2 except for those dealing with Kx.
Remark. Lemma 1.4 clearly fails if / is not assumed idempotent, e.g. consider e = 0: R -» F. In the applications, we will usually have A C F with <p the inclusion map. However, the present formulation also includes the case where F is discrete and of the form B = A/I where / is a radical ideal.
Most of the arguments are modeled on classical ones for this case. A similar situation is considered by Evans [13] and the results obtained here will generalize his Theorem 1. Evans uses the following construction: If <p: A -* F satisfies (1) and (2), let S = <p~l(B*). Then As -» B satisfies (1), (2) and (3).
As in §1, we begin by checking that our hypotheses are inherited by matrix rings. Proof. By Corollary 1.2, (1) is satisfied, while (2) is trivial. For (3), define a topology on A by taking the neighborhoods of 0 to be the sets <p-1 (¿7) where U is a neighborhood of 0 in B. Then (3) holds if and only if A satisfies (1) of §1, provided that F satisfies (1) . The continuity of u h» u~x is clear because <p(u~ ) -<p(u) is near 1 whenever <p(w) is near 1. By applying Corollary 1.3 to A we see that Mn(tp) satisfies (3).
If R is any ring with unit, let P{R) denote the monoid of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective 2?-modules. It is a functor. If cp: A -* B then P(<p): P(A) -+ P(B) by (P) h> {B ®A P).
The symbols "sr" and "psr" denote the stable range and projective stable range [44] , [45] . See also §8.
Let u(R) denote the image of R* = GLX(R) -» KX{R). If R is commutative, u(R) = R* and KX(R) = u(R) © SKX(R). (c) sr^4 < sr2J a«c2psr/l < psrB.
Note that (a) implies that K0{A) -* K0{B) is injective. This is Evans' result [13] . The characterization of the image was suggested by Eisenbud's remark that the tangent bundle of S" can be lifted to a projective module over R[x0, ... ,xw,(2 x¡ )~ ]. This suggested the following construction. If 2 is an ideal of a commutative ring R, let 5 = 1 + 2. Then Is is a radical ideal of Rs and Rs/Is = R/I. By Theorem 2.2(a), a finitely generated projective R/I module can be lifted to one over Rs if and only if this can be done stably. In particular, all stably free modules can be lifted to Rs.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.2 and begin with (b). If x E GLn(A) and <p(x) E E"{B), write w{x) = J[ e¡ ¡ {b"). If x E GLn{B), find.y G Mn{A) with tp{y) very near x and z G Mn{A) with cp(z) very near x~ . Then <p{yz) and cp^) are very near 1. By Lemma 2.1, yz and zy E GLn{A) and so y E GLn{A). Now x^'cp^) is near 1 so x~xtp{y) E En{B)GLx{B) as above. Lemma 2.3. Let P and Q be finitely generated projective A-modules and let f: B ®A P -* B ®A Q. Then we can find g: P -» Q such that B ®A g is arbitrarily close to f.
Proof. Let P © 2" = F and ß © ß' = G be free and let f®0:B®F -* B ® G be represented by a matrix (b¡). Find a¡j G A with cp^) near b¡¡ and let h: F -» G be defined by (a¡j). Let g be the composition P ->' F -+h G -+p Q where / is the inclusion and/? is the projection.
Using this, we can now prove (c). Let P be a finitely generated projective A-module with rkP > psrF. Let (a, 77) G A 8 P be unimodular. Find r/ G F ® P so that 1 ® ir + y(a)f] is unimodular in B ® P. Let /: B ® P -» B with f(l®TT + <p(a)-q) = 1. Apply Lemma 2.3 to B ® A = B -»' B ® P and F ® F -^F to get £ G F, g: F -> A with 1 ® £ near n and 5 ® g near/. If g(7r + a£) = x, then <p(x) is near/(l ® it + (p(a)rj) = 1. If the approximation is good enough, x will be a unit of A by (3) and so ti + ai will be unimodular. Therefore, psr A < psr B. The same argument with F free gives sr A < sr B.
Remark. In the main case of interest, these inequalities are actually equalities (see §8) but I do not see how to prove this in general.
To prove (a), we use the following extension of Nakayama's lemma. Since N is finitely generated as a summand of F, and 5 ® A = 0 since 5 ® g is an isomorphism, we see that N = 0 by Lemma 2.4. This argument is, of course, a variant of the classical projective cover argument. Proof. Let P be a finitely generated projective 5-module. Let P © P' = F « 5" and let e: F -* F be the projection on 2*. Then c? G Mn(B) and e2 = e. From now on it will be convenient to assume commutativity. In order to include the quaternionic case, I will proceed as follows. Let cp: A -> B satisfy (1), (2) and (3) of §2. Assume A and B commutative. Let k C A be a subring and let A be a ^-algebra which is finitely generated and free as a ¿-module. We then consider the map $ = cp ® 1 : A ®k A -* B ®k A. In the applications, k = R and A = R, C, or H.
Choosing a base for A over k gives us a module isomorphism B ®k A «s B". We topologize B ® A by using the product topology on Bn. This is clearly independent of the choice of base and makes B ®k A a topological ring. For (3) we can argue as in Lemma 1.1. Alternatively, if a G A ® A is near 1 and/(x) = xa, then det(/) is near 1 so/-1 exists. As above we get ca -1 with c = /-1(1) and, similarly, a has a right inverse.
Remark. If <p satisfies the stronger condition (3') <p~l(B*) = A* which clearly implies (3) in the presence of (1), then \p also satisfies (3'). This follows from the last argument above.
In the present situation, we can dispence with (b) of (SBI"). If z G Mn(B) has all entries in V, there is an x G Mn{B) with all entries in U such that x -x = z.
Suppose we are given P E P{B ® A). We want to enlarge A to a ring Ax c B still satisfying (1), (2) and (3'), and such that P lies in the image of P{A ® A)-» P{B ® A). To do this following the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have to solve an equation x2 -x = t in Mn{B ® A). As in the proof of Lemma 3.4 , solve the equation in Mrn{B) using (4). If we keep t, and hence x, very close to 0, it follows that x G Mn{B ® A) as in Lemma 3.4. Adjoin all entries of x G Mm{B) to A getting A' c B, and let Ax = A's, where S = A' n B*. We can then conclude that P is in the image of
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. The closeness of approximation needed to make the proof work depended only on B and P, and not on the choice of A.
Note that Ax is essentially of finite type over A, i.e., a localization of an Aalgebra of finite type. Therefore Ax is noetherian if A is.
We would like to be able to perform this construction without increasing the dimension of A. If xx, ..., xN, N = (rn)2 are the entries of x G Mrn{B) in some order, we can write the equation x2 -x = t in the form f(x) = x¡ + 2 aijxiXj = -t¡ where atj E Z. The Jacobian J = \d{fx,...,fN)/d{xx,...,xN)\ has the form det(l + 2 c¡x¡) where c,-G MN{Z). In our construction we can take / and hence x as close to 0 as we like. Therefore, we can make J so close to 1 that it is a unit in B. where F runs over the prime ideals of Rx and "qf" denotes the quotient field.
We have just shown that t(Ax/A) = 0 so dimAx < divnA by Lemma 5.3 below.
By iterating the above construction, we arrive at the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let B be a commutative ring satisfying (1) and (4). Let R C B be a dense subring. Let Ax, ..., An be k-algebras k C F, which are finitely generated and free as k-modules. Let G¡ C K0(B ® A;), / = 1, ..., n, be finitely generated subgroups. Then we can find a subring A C B with RCA such that (a) A C B satisfies (1), (2) 
, then t(C/A) < t(B/A) + t(C/B).
This is immediate from the definition. The example below shows that equality need not hold. Lemma 
Ifk is a field and k C A C F then t(A/k) < t(B/k).
Proof. Let F be a prime ideal of A. Choose Q C B maximal such that ß n (A -P) = 0. Then Q is prime and ß n A C P. Now
Since A /P generates qf(A/P) as an extension of k, we can find x,,...,
x" E A/P,n = transc(qf(/l/F)/k) which are algebraically independent over k. Lift x, to_y, E A/A n Q. The.y,. are algebraically independent over k so n < transc(qf(^/^ n Q)/k) < t(B/k).
The example below shows that this lemma is false if k is not assumed to be a field.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 5.3. Ift{B/A) = 0, then dim A < dim B.
Proof. Let 2J < • • • < Pn be a chain of prime ideals in B. I claim that the P¡ D A are distinct. Suppose P < ß in B and 2" f~l A = Q n /I. Since t{{B/P)/{A/A n ?)) = 0 we can consider A/A nPc 5/P. Thus we can assume that A and B are domains and ß n A = 0. If ß # 0, let x G ß, x 7e 0. Since x is algebraic over the quotient field of A, it satisfies a non trivial equation a0;cn + • • • + an = 0, a¡ G A, aQ ¥= 0. Choose n least. Then an # 0 since 5 is a domain and x ¥= 0. Therefore an E A n Q so A <1 Q ¥= 0. This argument is essentially the same as the classical one used when B is integral over/I.
Note that equality need not hold, e.g. if B is the quotient field of A.
Example. Let A: be a field,
and C = k(x,y).
This corresponds to blowing up a point of the plane. Taking P = Bx, we
The following partial generalization of Lemma 5.3 is included for completeness. It is presumably well known. In fact we can replace t(B/A) here by the analogous expression in which the sup is taken only over minimal prime ideals of B.
Note that strict inequality can occur, for example if A is local and B = j4[cz-1] with a G A a nonunit.
The argument from the case B = A[x] to the general case is purely formal. Examples due to Seidenberg [39] show that the theorem fails for B = A[x] if A is not assumed noetherian.
6. Lensted's theorem. We now specialize to the case F = R*, the ring of continuous real valued functions on a compact space X. It is a Banach algebra under the sup norm-||/|| = sup|/(x)| and trivially satisfies (1).
Lemma 6.1. If X is compact, B = Rx satisfies (4) of §4.
Proof. The map Mn(R) -> Mn(R) by x h> x2 -x has Jacobian ±1 at x = 0 and hence has a local inverse / by the implicit function theorem i.e.
there is a neighborhood If of 0 in Mn(R) and f:W-* Mn(R) such that f(x) ~f(x) = x and /(0) = 0. If z G Mn(B), regard z as a map z: X -* Mn(R). If z is near 0 it maps X into W and we can define x = / ° z.
Suppose now that A' is a finite polyhedron. The spectral sequence of [4] , [11] shows that K^(X), F^(A'), FH(A) are finitely generated. By [42] , these are the same as K0(B), F0(C ®R B), F0(H ®R B). We can now apply Theorem 4.1. If we embed X in some Euclidean space Rm, the ring F of polynomial functions on X will be dense in B by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [17], [30] .
Lemma 6.2. Let X be a finite polyhedron rectilinearly embedded in Rm. Let R be the ring of polynomial functions on X. Then dim F = t(R/R) = dim A".
Proof. Let a be an r-simplex and let F0 be the ring of polynomial functions on o. Clearly Ra « R[xx,.. .,xr]. Let Pa be the kernel of the restriction F -» Ra. Then C\ P0 = 0 since F -» TJ R" is injective. If F is a prime ideal of F, then TJ P0 = ° c p so some p0 c p-Therefore R/P = Rj(P/Pa). Since we can also take F = P,, the result is clear.
We now get the following extension of Lonsted's theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Let X be a finite Simplicia! complex. Then there is a subring A CRX with R C A such that (a) A C Rx, C ®r A C C*, and H®RA CH^ satisfy (1), (2) and (3'), (b) P(A) zs P(RX), F(C ®R A) » P(C*), and P(U ®R A) s P(H*), (c) A is essentially of finite type over R and therefore noetherian,
Remarks.
(1) L0nsted embeds X rectilinarly and in general position and chooses A to be the ring of functions on X which extend to real analytic functions on a neighborhood of X. He uses fairly deep results on analytic functions to show that A is noetherian and dim .4 = dim A\ It is very easy to see that Theorem 3.5 applies to A. Only the SBI contition is not obvious. But, in the proof of Lemma 6.1,/is analytic and so x is analytic if z is. The same applies to the ring of Nash functions considered by Lensted in [28] , (2) If X is a compact set in Rm, R the ring of polynomial functions on X, and if K0{R) -» K°(X) is known to be onto, we can simply take A = Rs, where S is the set of polynomial functions which are never 0 on X. For example, if X is the n -1 sphere in R", this will work by a theorem of Fossum [15] (see §11). If instead we let R = R[xx,... ,xm] and let S he the set of polynomials having no zeros on X, then Rs -* Rx satisfies (1), (2) and (3'). Since K0(RS) = G0{RS) and Z = G0(R) -» G0(RS) is onto [6] we have K0(RS) = Z. Therefore im[P(2?5) -» P(RX)] consists exactly of the stably free modules. If IntA" ¥= 0, then R[xx,... ,xm] will actually be the ring of polynomial functions on X, e.g. if X is an w-ball or a spherical shell in Rm.
(3) We can also recover a special case of a theorem due to Forster [14, Theorem 6]. He shows that if A is a commutative Banach algebra with unit and X is its maximal ideal space, then P{A) -*** P{CX). This is a very deep result as the proof depends on Grauert's theorem on vector bundles over Stein manifolds. However, if A is selfadjoint, it can be proved in an elementary way.
If B = C*, the Gelfand map cp: A -> B clearly satisfies (1) and (3). Since A is selfadjoint, it satisfies (2) [30, §26B, Lemma 1]. To prove (SBI")(a), we can reduce to the case where A is semisimple and apply the Arens-Calderón theorem as in [14] .
(4) If A' is a compact, finite-dimensional metric space of dimension d we can embed X in R2d+l and proceed as above provided K°(X) is finitely generated. The result will be similar to Theorem 6.3 but with (d) replaced by dim A < t(A/R) < 1 + 2 dim A' and will, of course, require finite generation of K°a s a hypothesis. On the other hand, if we allow A to be nonnoetherian, Theorem 6.3 extends to all compact metric spaces. Note that the £,-are algebraically independent otherwise we could apply the normalization lemma to get a similar R'0 with fewer generators. By [17, 16G], B is a separable metric space. Therefore so is Rx. Let R C Rx be generated over R by a countable dense subset including £,, ..., id. We now iterate the construction used in proving Theorem 4.1 a countable number of times using the fact that Kk(X) is countable (k = R, C,H) which is proved in §7.
Examples. If X is not triangulable, it will, in general, be impossible to find a noetherian ring R C Rx which is dense and has dim 2? = dim A'.
(1) Suppose dim F = 0. Then F will have only a finite number of prime ideals. If F is dense in Rx, then X -» spec F by x h> {/ g F|/(x) = 0} will be injective. Therefore any infinite 0-dimensional space gives a counterexample.
(2) Let X = *0 U Xx U • • • C R2 where X0 = {(0,y)\0 < y < 1} and Xn = {(l/«,.y)|0 < .y < 1}. Suppose F C Rx is a 1-dimensional noetherian ring. If Px, ..., P. are the minimal primes of F and/ G F -U /), then/lies in only a finite number of prime ideals. Therefore such an / has only a finite number of zeros on X. Now, if / changes sign on X0, it will also change sign on each Xn for large n and so will have an infinite number of zeros. If g G F is not constant on X0, we can find integers m and n such that / = m + ng changes sign on Aq. For large integers r, 1 + rf will also change sign on X0 and so 1 + rf E U P¡. We can find r ^ i with 1 + rf, 1 + sf G P. Therefore (r -s)f E P¡. Since P¡ is minimal, it consists of zero-divisors. It follows that no integer # 0 lies in P¡ and thus / G P¡. Since 1 + rf E P¡ we have a contradiction. This shows that all g G F are constant on Aq so F cannot be dense in R .
7. Continuity. If k = R, C, or H, we denote by VBk(X) the monoid of isomorphism classes of k-vector bundles on X and by Kk(X) the corresponding Grothendieck group. Special cases of the following continuity theorem were proved by Forster in [14] .
Theorem 7.1. Let X = proj lim Xa be a filtered inverse limit of compact spaces. Then VBk(X) = indlim VBk(Xa) and K%(X) = indlimK^(Xa).
It is very easy to deduce this from Theorem 3.5. We first need a rather trivial algebraic analogue : Lemma 7.2. Let R = ind lim Ra be a filtered direct limit of rings. Then P(R) = ind lim P(Ra) and K0(R) = indlimF0(Fa). This is, of course, very well known. To prove it we observe that any F G P(R) can be given as the image of an idempotent matrix e E Mn(R). Find a representative ea for e in Mn(Ra). Since e2 = e, we can find ß > a such that the image eß of ea in Mn(Rß) satisfies eß = eß. Thus Pß = im eß G P(Rß) and maps to F. This shows that ind lim P(Ra)-*P(R) is onto. The injectivity is proved by a similar argument. We need only observe that if e and/are idempotent matrices, an isomorphism ime« im/can be described by a pair of matrices <p, \p with <p = e<p = <pf, ip = \j/e = fip, tpp = e, \ptp = f.
Remark. Since any map im e ~* im/ can be described by a matrix \p with tp = $e = f\f>, the same argument shows that we have an equivalence of categories ?P(F) « indlim?P(Fa) where ^(R) is the category of finitely generated projective F-modules. However, in Theorem 7.1, the analogous statement is false in general. Let c\%(Ar) be the category of k-vector bundles on X. The endomorphism ring of a trivial bundle in ^(A") is kx. The corresponding ring in indlimcV?B(Aa) is indlimÄ:*". In general these will be different. For example, if X C Rm and {A"a} is a base of neighborhoods of X, then indlimfcAa consists of germs of functions defined on neighborhoods of X and can be much bigger than kx.
To prove Theorem 7.1, we let B = R*, Aa = R*a, and A = indYimAa.
The projections tta : X -* Xa induce cpa : Aa -*■ B and hence cp: A -* B. I claim that Theorem 3.5 applies to cp. This will give P{k ®R A) « P{k ®R B). Since P(k ®R A) = indlimP(A: ®R Aa) by Lemma 7.2, the required result follows.
We have only to check the conditions (1), (2), (3) and (SBI")(a). Clearly (1) is satisfied and (2) holds by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. For (3), suppose a E A and |cp(a) -l| < 1. Let aa E Aa represent a and let U C Xa be the open set defined by the condition \aa -1\ < 1. Then ita: X -* A*a has its image in U. By compactness, we can find ß > a such that the projection "¡8a • fy -* Xa has image in U. If o» is the image of aa in Aß, it follows that \üß -l\ < 1. Therefore aß G Aß and so a G A*.
To check (SBI")(a), we use a similar argument. Let z G Mn(A) and suppose all entries of cp(z) G Mn(B) are less than 8 in absolute value. By an argument analogous to the one just given, find a representative z« G Mn(Aß) with all entries less than 8 in absolute value. Let/be as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. If 8 is sufficiently small, Xß = / ° z» will be defined and satisfy Xß -Xß = z». Furthermore, we can make all entries of Xß less in absolute value than a prescribed e > 0 by taking S sufficiently small. If x E Mn(A) is the image of Xß, then x2 -x = z and q>(x) has all entries less than e in absolute value. Corollary 7.3. IfX is a compact metric space, then VBk(X) andKk(X) are countable.
Proof. We can obtain I as a countable filtered inverse limit of finite simplicial complexes, e.g. by modifying the procedure of [12, Chapter X, §10] (or see below). Therefore, by Theorem 7.1 it is enough to treat the case where A" is a finite simplicial complex. In this case, the vector bundles on X are classified by maps into Grassmann manifolds [41] . By triangulating these and applying the simplicial approximation theorem we see that only a countable number of homotopy classes are possible.
Remark. Here is an alternative way to express X as an inverse limit. Embed A" in the Hubert cube 2" [24] . Let pn : 2" -» I" be projection on the first n coordinates. Then X = proj limpn(X). Therefore it will suffice to treat the case X C R", n < co. In this case X is a countable intersection of sets obtained by triangulating R" and taking all simplexes which meet X. [46] . Therefore srA < psr,4. In [46] , Vasersteln computed the stable range for rings of continuous functions. I will show that a minor modification of his argument enables us to compute the projective stable range.
As in [46] , define d(X ) to be the largest integer d such that there is a map X -» Rd with 0 as a stable value. If X is normal, the argument of [24, Theorem VI 4] The same applies to vector bundles on *. Thus the well-known stability theorems of Serre and Bass for vector bundles on finite complexes hold for paracompact spaces.
The calculation of srkx is due to Vaserstein [46] . Therefore, it will suffice to show that psr k x is bounded by the numbers given at the right. Lemma 8.2 . Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space and let p: E -» X be a fiber bundle over X with fiber Sn. If n > d(X), any section of E over a closed subset of X extends to X. Proof. Let s: Y -> E be a section over a closed set Y C X. Let {Ua) be a locally finite covering of * such that E\Ua is trivial. Shrink [Ua] to a covering {Vj with Va C Ua. Well-order the indices and let Xa = Uß<aVß. Suppose we can find sections sß of p over Y U Xßforß<a such that s" = s \Y \J X for ß < y. If a is a limit ordinal, let sa = Uß<asß. This is continuous because {Y, Vß)ß<a is locally finite and sa is continuous on each member of it. If a = ß + 1, we can find a section s' over Va extending sß\Va n (Y U A^) Since (a,<n) is unimodular,/(jc) = \a(x)\ + \ir(x)\ is never 0 on X. Therefore, /is a unit of kx. Replace (a,m) by (2af~l,2trf~l) . In this way we can assume that |fl(;c)| + \ir(x)\ = 2 for all x E X.
Let Y = 7T-I(5) and extend 7r|y to a section t of S -* A'. This is possible provided the dimension of the fibre \k: R| rkP-1 is at least d(X), i.e., rkP > 1 + [\k: R\~ld{X)].
Define a section tj of £ by r¡\X -it~l{D0) = 0 and r¡\tr~x{D) = a-1(T|a|-7r). Note that |a| = 1 and t = tr on ^'(-S1), and |a| > 1 on 77-1 (2)), so t/ is well defined. Now tt + ar\ is it on X -tt~] (D0) and T|a|a_1 on tt-i(2)). Therefore, it is never zero and hence is unimodular. In fact, by [ Proof. By Theorem 2.2, srA < psrA < psr&* = srkx. The lower bound on sr A is the same by a result of Vaserstein [46] . 9 . Examples. I will now present some examples of rings having only trivial projective modules of low rank. All projective modules here are assumed to be finitely generated. The ring A will be a C-algebra of Krull dimension 2m. By using R-algebras we can improve this to 2m -2 if m is odd. It seems rather difficult to improve this any further by the present methods. In fact, by Corollary 8.3 no improvements will be possible for C-algebras by the present methods because psrA < m ifd{X) < 2m. In this theorem, A will be a C-algebra of Krull dimension 2m + 2p -3 < 6w where p is the least prime with /? > m. This bound could presumably be improved in certain cases by using more detailed information about homotopy groups. If m = 2 mod 4, a rather striking improvement is possible. By Lonsted's theorem, it will suffice to give examples of the required type for vector bundles over finite complexes. For Theorem 9.2 and 9.3 we can even take A = Rs where F is the ring of polynomial functions on * since we are interested only in stably free modules. We could also use a localization of a polynomial ring as in §6 at the expense of increasing the Krull dimension. This would have the advantage of producing a regular domain.
The complexes used will all be of the form X -Sd U ed+l obtained by Proof. This is a standard result of obstruction theory. If * is finite, we can also use the following alternative argument which will be useful later. It is finite for all other i. This is so well known that I was unable to find any reference where the author thought it necessary to write down the result explicitly. It is a special case of [40 . These same fibrations give us the well-known stability theorems TT¡BU(n) -V tt¡BU for /' < 2«, v¡BSp(n) -*"* w.BSp for / < 4« + 2, TT¡BO(n) -*m tt¡BO for i < n -1. Recall also that 17,5(7 = Z for /' even and positive and 7T¡BU = 0 for i odd [8] .
To prove Theorem 9.1, choose * = S2m~x U e2m where p is a prime which does not divide the orders of the finite groups ir2mBU(n), ir2m_xBU(n) for n < m. By Lemma 9. If m > 3 is odd, a similar argument works using BO(n) and * = s2"1'3 l)pe2m'2.
To prove Theorem 9.3, we use the fact that for m = 2 mod 4, irm BO(n) is finite for n ¥= m while mmBO(m) = Z 8 finite group. Also irm_xBO(n) is always finite. Since ir,50(n) -+* ir,50 for « > /, only a finite number of distinct finite groups occur among the iTmBO(n) and Trm_xBO(n). Let/? be a prime which does not divide the orders of any of these groups and let X = 5m_1 Upem. To prove Theorem 9.2, it will suffice to find an odd i and a prime/? such that i7;5t/(«) and TT¡_xBU(n) are finite of order prime to /? for n < m while iriBU(m) has a nontrivial /^-component.
Suppose we have such an /' and p. Let * = S'~x U e'. As above, we get [X,BU(n)] = 0 for n < m while [X,5i/(m)] 7t 0. By [4] or [11] there is a spectral sequence Hr(X,Ks(pt)) => F*(*). Now F*(pt) is 0 for s odd and Z for i even, while Hr(X,Z) = 0 for r even because i is odd. Therefore, the F2 term has nothing in dimension 0 except E%° = Z. Therefore, K°(X) = Z and all complex vector bundles on X are stably trivial.
The following lemma shows that we can choose p to be any prime > m and i = 2m + 2p -3. To prove this, we first quote a result on homotopy groups of spheres. To prove Lemma 9.8, consider the fibration S2n~x = U{n)/U{n -1) ^ 5i7(n -1) -* BU(n). This gives 77,52"-1 -> ir¡BU(n -1) -» ir¡BU(n) -» ^,S"H. Lemma 9.8(a) follows from this by induction using Lemma 9.9. In the trivial case « = 1, only ir2BU{l) is nonzero. The end terms have no p-torsion by (a) while tr¡_xS2m~ has p-torsion by Lemma 9.9. Since 77(5t/(m) is finite, it must have p-torsion.
10. Nonvanishing polynomials. I will conclude by discussing some questions related to Hubert's 17th problem suggested by the above results. The basic problem is to give a purely algebraic characterization of the rings arising from the construction of §6. In general, this seems too messy to be worth pursuing. 1 will, therefore, consider only the special case in which R is the ring of polynomial functions on a set X C R", S is the set of such functions with no zeros on X, and A = Rs. This will suffice for the rings needed in Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 and for the example of S"~l considered in §11. There is usually little trouble in describing R algebraically. The problem is to characterize S.
Let us assume that X is defined by polynomial equations and inequalities f¡(x) = 0, gj{x) > 0. A polynomial « will have no zeros on X if and only if the conditions / = 0, g¡ > 0 imply h2 > 0. Since the theory of elementary algebra over R is decidable [36], [37] there is an algorithm which enables us to check whether this condition is fulfilled. Therefore, given «, we can decide whether « G 5. This gives a solution to our problem but it would be nice to have a simpler and more explicit one.
An approximation to S can be obtained as follows. If there are no relations gj > 0 we set S = (1 + 2 aj\a¡ E R). If there is a single relation g > 0, set 2 = (1 + 2 a¡ + g 2 bj \a¡,bj G R). In general, suppose we have r relations gj > 0,j = 1, ..., r. For each subset J of {1,... ,r) set gtJx = T[ gj over j E J and let g(0) = 1. We then take 2 to be the set of all 1 + 2y 2¿ b)kS{j) with bJk G R.
If X = R", examples due to Hubert [21] and others [32] , [38] show that 2 7e S. It is conceivable that 2 might equal S if X is compact. Some evidence in this direction is given by [38, §3] . However, for our purposes 2 is already big enough. This is equivalent to the assertion that every element of S divides an element of 2. The fact that A = 5S gives us the required algebraic description of A.
In proving Theorem 10.1, I will make use of the following extension of A. Robinson's generalization of Hilbert's 17th problem [37].
Theorem 10.2. Let Y C R" be an irreducible real algebraic variety and let R be the ring of polynomial functions on Y. Let gx, ..., gr G R and assume that for each y G Y there is an i with g¡(y) < 0. 77ze« there is a nontrivial relation 2, 2* c\kg{J) = 0 in R.
Here gij\ = n,ey£; as above. Nontriviality simply means that some cJk ^ 0. In Robinson's theorem r = 1 and it follows that there is a relation 2 a) + b2g = 0 where 6 = 2 cfx)k ¥= 0.
I will give a proof similar to that of Robinson's theorem in [19] . We can assume that no g¡ is identically zero, otherwise g¡ = 0 is the required relation. Let y be defined by equations i{x) = 0 and set /= 2/ so that Y = {y\f{y) = 0}. Consider the elementary statement
where g¡ is a polynomial representing g¡ E R. This holds for R and hence, by the completeness of the theory of real-closed fields [36], [37], it holds for any real-closed field containing R. Therefore, it holds for any ordered field containing R since such a field can be completed to a real closed field and no existential quantifiers are involved. Let K be the quotient field of 5. It is formally real since 2 («,-/«) = 0 in 2Í implies 2 ",2 = 0 in R and hence all h¡ = 0. Let £,■ be the image in R C K of the coordinate function x¡. Then /(£) = 0. Therefore, by (*), we have g¡ = g,(£) < 0 for some i in each ordering of K. Since g¡ # 0 in R, we even have g¡ < 0. Therefore the theorem follows from the next lemma which is based on an argument of Artin [1] .
Lemma 10.3. Let K be a formally real field and let gx, ..., gr E K. Assume that in each ordering of K we have g¡ < 0 for some i. Then there is a nontrivial Theorem 19.4 [10] . Let P be a real prime ideal of R[x,,...,xJ. Then S(V(P)) = F.
Here is a simple proof based on the idea of [19] used above. Let F = R[x[,... ,x"]/P and let F be the quotient field of F. Since F is real by hypothesis, F is a formally real field as observed above. Suppose g G Û(V(P)). Let/j, ..., fn generate F, set/ = 2 //2, and consider the elementary statement
This holds for R and hence, by the argument used above, it holds for all formally real fields containing R and, in particular, for F. Let £,-be the image in F of the coordinate function x¡. Then/(£) = 0 so g(£) = 0 but this means that g G F.
A number of fundamental results of [10] can be easily deduced from this. (c) / = ${V{I)) if and only if I is real.
Note that (b) is a slight refinement of the "Reelnullstellensatz" of [10] . Proof. It is clear that (b) implies (c) since any ideal of the form $(X) is real. To prove (a) and (b) we use the following lemma which is based on the argument of [10, Lemma, p. 112].
Lemma 10.6. Let R be a real ring and S a multiplicatively closed subset of R such that s E S, a G F imply s2 + a2 E S. If P is an ideal maximal with respect to P n S = 0 then P is a real prime ideal.
Proof. It is a standard fact that P is a prime ideal. Suppose 2" aj E P but a, G P. Then (P, ax) n S ¥= 0 so we have rax = s mod 5 with s E S. Therefore r2a\ = s2 mod P and so s2 +'22{rai)2 = r2^a} = 0 mod P but this element is in S. Now let S = {f2n + 2 g,2}-We must show that/ G 5F(2) if and only if I n S ¥= 0. Since iV{I) is real and contains 2 we see that 2 n S # 0 implies / G 3K(2). Suppose then that 2 n 5 = 0. Let 5 D 2 be an ideal maximal with respect to P n S = 0. By Lemma 10.6, 5 is a real prime ideal.
Therefore, by Theorem 10.4, P = W{P) D 5V{I). Thus S n W(I) = 0 and so/ G 5V(I). Since/ G P, this also implies (a).
To prove Theorem 10.1 we will also need the following generalization of Lemma 10.6.
Lemma 10.7. Let 2 be as in Theorem 10.1 Let P be an ideal maximal with respect to P n 2 = 0. Then 2 bjkg^j^ G P implies bJkgfj^ E P for all J and k. In particular, P is real.
Proof. By the maximality of P we need only show (P,bJkg^y) n 2 = 0. If not, we can find rbJkg(J) s a mod P with a G 2. Therefore t = o2 + r2g(/)2'^/2/c?(7) -0 m°d P where 2' is taken over all indices except J, k, but t clearly lies in 2.
We can now prove Theorem 10.1. Suppose s G 5 divides no element of 2. Then (j) n 2 = 0. Let P D {s) be an ideal maximal with respect to P n 2 = 0. Then P is a real prime ideal by Lemma 10.7. Let Px c R[xx,.. ., xn] be the inverse image of P. It is real so by Theorem 10.4, Px = i(Y) where y = V(PX) is an irreducible real algebraic variety. Since s E P and s is never zero on X, we have A' n Y = 0. Now / G ker[R[x,,. .., x"] -> 5] so /• G Px. Since X n y = 0 we see that for each7 G y we must have g7(;>) < 0 for some j. Suppose j = 1, . .. ,s are the indices for which this can occur. Theorem 10.2 now gives us a nontrivial relation 2 cj,k8(j) -0 in R/P, where J c (1, ..., s}. By Lemma 10.7 we have cJkg(J) G P for all J and & but g(y) G P since / c {1,.... s) and g} is not zero on y for 1 < / < j. Therefore c/Ä. G P for all 7, k and our relation in 5/P is trivial after all.
As a consequence of Theorem 10.1 we get a special case of a result of Hörmander [22] . Gorin [18] has pointed out that even iff{x) > 0 for all x G R" we can still
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use have inf/ = 0 e.g. let f(x,y) = (xy -1) + y2 on R2 and set y = x~l. It would be interesting to know if, in case /(x) > 0 for all x, one can find a bound for A in terms of deg/ and n.
The argument above can also be used to prove an interesting extension theorem Corollary 10.9. Let X be a real algebraic variety and let <p be a polynomial function such that <p(x) > 0 for all x E X. Then there is a polynomial g representing <p such that g(x) > Ofor all x G R". Example. In [19] it is shown that if <p > 0 on * it is not generally possible to find a polynomial t// representing <p with i// > 0 on R. The example in [19] was not compact but can easily be modified as follows. Let * C R2 be defined by / = x4 -x3 + y2 = 0. This * is compact and homeomorphic to a circle.
Let <p(x,y) = x. Then <p > 0 on *. If \(/\X = <p, Lemma 10.10 below and the irreducibility of/shows that $ = x + (x4 -x3 + y2)g(x,y). Therefore $(x,0) = x + 0(x3) and is negative for x < 0 and near zero. As in [19] it follows that <p cannot be a sum of squares of elements of R. Ifx' = (xx,...,xn_x) E U, findx = (x],...,x") G *. Since f(x) = g(x) = 0 we get s(x') = 0 for x' G U. Therefore s = 0, a contradiction.
Remark. The hypothesis of the lemma is clearly satisfied if grad/ #= 0 at some point of *. In fact, Whitney's stratification theorem [47] shows that both these conditions are equivalent to dim* = n -1. The example/ = x2 + y2
shows that some such condition is needed.
If grad/ ¥= 0 at all points of X then X is an analytic submanifold. If / = g« then grad/ = 0 at all points where g = « = 0. Therefore, if X is connected, / = ph where p is irreducible and « is never 0. Note grad/ = « gradp on A\ The lemma shows that p generates the ideal of polynomials zero on A*.
For sets X of the sort considered in Theorem 10.1,1 have only been able to prove an analogue of Corollary 10.9 under a rather peculiar hypothesis. Note that the hypothesis implies that X is compact. Possibly it holds whenever X is compact. In any case, we can force it to hold for compact X by adding one more relation g0{x) = R2 -|x| > 0 to the definition of X.
Example. The theorem is false if X is not compact. Let X C R2 be defined by xy2 > 1 and let cp(x,>>) = x. Then cp > 0 on X but no h(x,y) = x -2 ai(x,y)2(xy2 -1) can have « > 0 on all R2. If « > 0, then 0 < 2<*/(*,.V)2< x(xy2 -I)"'
for (x,y) E X.
Therefore, if x > 0 is fixed, we get lim^^a^x,y) = 0. Since we are dealing with polynomials iny, it follows that a¡{x,y) = 0 for each fixed x > 0 and so a¡ = 0.
I will prove the theorem in two steps, first extending to a ball and then to all of R". Proof. We can replace / by /2 and so assume that f(x) > 0 for all x. By using ag¡ for g¡, a > 0, we can assume that \g¡(x)\ < 1 for x E B. Suppose tp(x) > e > 0 for x E X. Let U = {x\q>(x) > e/2). For a > 0 define Xa = {x E B\f(x) < a,g¡(x) > -a}. = l+2*2 all terms except e being polynomials.
If A" is a finite simplicial complex or, more generally, a finite union X = U A, where the A,, are as in Theorem 10.1, the results obtained here do not apply directly to X but we can apply them to each X¡ to arrive at an algebraic description of the polynomial functions which are never zero on X.
It is perhaps worth remarking that the hypothesis of Theorem 10.11 applies to the usual presentation of a simplex: x¡ > 0, 2 x¡ < 1-In fact, 2 [.2 x) + (*,. -l)2]*,. + (l + 2 *,2)(i -2 *,-) -i -2 x2.
Problem. An interesting question is whether Hubert's 17th problem has an affirmative solution in the ring A = Rs. In particular, if/is a polynomial with f(x) > 0 for all x E R", can one find polynomials « and h¡ such that h(x) # 0 for all x G R" and h2f = 2 hj ? 11. The sphere. By combining the theory developed above with a result of Fossum [15] we can obtain a purely algebraic description of the homotopy groups of the classical Lie groups. Unfortunately, this result seems to be completely useless for computation of these groups.
For a commutative ring A let Pr(A) be the set of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective A -modules of rank r. If A is an R-algebra and F is a finitely generated projective H ®R A -module, we can define the rank of F to be 1/4 of the rank of F as an A -module. If A has an ideal M with A/M = R, then P/MP is an H-module so that 4|rkn F. Therefore if F has constant rank over A, this rank will be divisible by 4 and the rank as defined above will be an integer. The set Pr(H ®R A) is defined as above using this rank. The maps here are induced by the inclusion A =-> Rs", the groups on the right being isomorphic to Pr(Rs"), Pr(Cs"), and Pr(Hs") by [42] and the classification of bundles over S" [41] , [25] . Parts (a) and (b) follow immediately from Fossum's result [15] and Theorem 2.2. The case n = 2 (with S = {/GF|/#0 on S}) was done by Moore [31] using very explicit methods. Similar results for projective spaces (but without the interpretation in terms of homotopy groups) can be deduced from the results of [16] . Presumably these results also extend to the quaternionic case but I have not checked this.
To prove (c), it is necessary to extend Fossum's result to the quaternionic case. In order to do this, it will first be necessary to extend the results of [3] to this case. I will assume the reader is familiar with the methods, results, and notation of [3] suffice to do this for aA. As Fossum observes [15] , aA agrees with the map defined in [3, §11] . To see this, note that if a(m°,mx) = 0 then, on U= {x E S"\x0 # 1) we have m° = -<p{x)mx/{l -x0) and on U+ = {x E S"\x0 7e -1} we have mx = ^(x)m°/(l + *o)-Therefore, the corresponding bundle is identified with U~ X Mx over U~ and U+ x M° over U+. By comparing these representations on the equator x0 = 0 we see that the bundle is defined by the clutching function cp(x) as in [3, § 11] .
If M is a A ® C"+1-module and M' is M considered as an A ® C"-module, it is clear that the bundle on Sn+X defined by c(A2) restricts to the bundle on S" = {xn+x = 0} defined by c{M'). Consequently, this bundle is trivial. In [3, Theorem 11.5] it is shown that aA is an isomorphism for A = R or C.
Theorem 11.2. aH: An{H) « 2?H(5").
Proof. The first step is to show that the groups in question are isomorphic. For K^{S") = irn{BSp), use Bott's calculations [8] . To compute An{H), first observe that by [ where the maps on the bottom are multiplication by the image of u. Since all groups in this diagram are isomorphic and are 0, Z/2Z, or Z, it follows that all maps in the diagram are isomorphisms.
Remark. The calculations of [42] show that the image of u in FH(S4) is represented by the canonical line bundle over P1 (H) = S4. This is, of course, the bundle associated with the Hopf bundle S1 -* S4
The group structure on Pr(A), etc. induced by the bijections of Theorem 11.1 can also be calculated algebraically. Let U = {1 + 2 r2 + xQ 2 sj\r¡,s¡ E R} and V = {1 + 2 r2 ~ *o 2 *fVi>Sj ^ F}. Then Ry and Rv are the rings associated to the upper and lower hemispheres of S" by Theorem 10.1. By Theorem 2.2, all projective modules over Ry and Rv are free. Let F and Q be finitely generated projective /4-modules of rank r. Let F = Ar. Then Pu « Fy and Qv « Fv so we can find a: P -» F, ß: Q -* F such that av, ßv are isomorphisms [33, Lemma 2.2b]. Let M be the cokernel of P © ß -»("•^ F. We can find u E U and v G V such that «A/ = 0 and vM = 0. Therefore {u + v )M = 0. But u2 + v is never zero on S" and hence is a unit of A so M = 0. Let 7 be the kernel of (a,ß): P © ß -» 2\ Then T is a finitely generated projective /1-module of rank r and the group operation on Pr(A) is given by [P] [ß] = [T]. The same construction works for C ® A and H ® A.
To prove this result, it suffices to check the analogous statement for vector bundles. It is easy to check, by choosing explicit trivializations over the two hemispheres, that the construction corresponds to taking products of clutching functions.
Note that it will not do to take any epimorphism P © ß -» F. For example, if P is the tangent bundle then P ® F ^ F ® F so we can find an epimorphism F © F -> F with kernel P * F.
It might be of some interest to find purely algebraic conditions under which a construction similar to that given here makes Pr(A) into an abelian group.
